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Abstract. We consider the problem of optimal design of hybrid car engines which
combine thermal and electric power. The optimal configuration of the different mo-
tors composing the hybrid system involves the choice of certain design parameters.
For a given configuration, the goal is to minimize the fuel consumption along a
trajectory. This is an optimal control problem with one state variable.

The simultaneous optimization of design parameters and trajectories can be
formulated as a bilevel optimization problem. The lower level computes the opti-
mal control for a given architecture. The higher level seeks for the optimal design
parameters by solving a nonconvex nonsmooth optimization problem with a bundle
method.

Keywords: Hybrid car engines, bilevel optimization, nonsmooth optimization, bun-
dle method, optimal control problem, Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation

1. Introduction

Optimal control theory has only recently made a breakthrough in auto-
motive industry. An important reason for this change is the increasing
number of electronic devices in modern cars, requiring the efficient
processing of a big bulk of data. An example of this situation is given by
the automatic control of the air-fuel mixture used for the combustion.
Sophisticated methods of automatic control are currently used in a
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variety of applications. However, most of such problems typically model
very short time intervals and do not require optimal control techniques.

In this paper we address a different type of application, with horizon
times going up to a fraction of one hour. Since time intervals are longer,
various nonlinear phenomena occur and optimal control methods are a
must. We consider here the optimal design of the transmission system
of a car using thermal and electrical energy, which can be combined
in different ways. More precisely, different links between the motors
and batteries of the car result in different configurations or architec-
tures. Each configuration is specified by design parameters. Once the
configuration is fixed, the goal is to minimize the fuel consumption
along a dynamic trajectory given by an optimal control problem with
one state variable. The simultaneous optimization of design parameters
and trajectories can be formulated as a bilevel optimization problem.
The lower level computes the optimal control for a given architecture by
discretizing the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equations.
The higher level seeks for the optimal design parameters by solving a
nonconvex nonsmooth optimization problem with a bundle method.

At first sight, the use of optimal control methods may be question-
able in such a context, due to a poor knowledge of the future. In our
particular problem such argument does not apply, for the following
reasons:

– At the design stage of new car engines, it is common to assume
that the future is perfectly known. Such assumption is done in
order to evaluate the impact of a new technology, for example, in
relation with diminishing fuel consumption. This ideal situation
gives a standard for comparisons when defining real time control
laws.

– In some cases, short term future is indeed well known. For example,
in boulevard périphérique, Paris ring, drivers are given estimated
times to reach different exits. These times are predicted with high
accuracy, typically with errors below 5%. Another example is given
by navigation systems that collect weather and traffic news to
compute the shortest way to a given destination. Although such
sophisticated systems are today available only in luxury cars, it is
very likely that navigation systems will be widely used in, say, ten
years.

Furthermore, the solution of optimal control problems via discretization
and optimization techniques bring into play robustness and stability
concerns. Along these lines, one important drawback of optimization
algorithms is that they may only converge to a local minimum, or
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even fail to converge, due to bad conditioning. Nevertheless, there are
valuable implementations of the so-called direct methods, which consist
in optimizing the optimal trajectory itself; see [4] and references therein.
The corresponding analysis of discretization is discussed in [11].

A major exception to the non global convergence criticism is given by
the discretization of HJB equations in finite horizon, which is precisely
the technique employed in our application. Being a bilevel optimization
problem, global optimality issues appear both in the low and in the
high level problems. Our approach ensures that optimality is global
in the low level, i.e., with respect to control variables, for fixed design
parameters. Optimality depends on a stability condition for the discrete
scheme, guaranteeing convergence. This condition forces the time step
to be of the order of space steps. Moreover, it yields an estimate for
the number of operations required to obtain convergence, which is of
order O(NNxNu), where N and Nx are the number of time and space
steps, respectively, and Nu is the number of possible values for the
discretized control. In view of the estimate above, the methodology
only makes sense if neither Nx nor Nu is too big. When these values
are small enough, as in our application, it is possible to define a fast
and reliable method, that can be used even in a real time environment.

In the present study, however, we are not in such a favorable situ-
ation, since we optimize both trajectories and design parameters. The
high level problem deals with optimization of design parameters. This
problem is solved with a bundle method, which is a descent algorithm.
Hence, the non global convergence drawback is still present, since con-
vergence to a local minimum is possible. However, at the low level
problem obtained after fixing design parameters, we can find optimal
trajectories and controls, i.e., the low level global minima. As shown in
Sec. 5 below, it is possible to compute good estimates for such global
minima whenever the control discretization is accurate enough. The
reason is that in this case certain Lagrange multipliers appearing in
the low level problem (approximated via a sequential quadratic pro-
gramming (SQP) solver with starting point given by the current best
discretized control) will be accurate enough. Since the low level problem
is solved globally, our approach gives a useful way to check robustness
of minima computed by a direct discretization of the optimal control
problem (moreover, our approach guarantees at least that, for a given
set of design parameters, an optimal control is found).

The paper is organized as follows. We start in Section 2 by modeling
the problem. We give the main elements of the mechanical configura-
tion and the dynamic evolution of the hybrid system. In Section 3 we
consider the resulting bilevel optimization problem and study some
relevant properties of Nonsmooth Analysis. We describe the bundle
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method used to solve the high level nonsmooth optimization problem
in Section 4. In Section 5 we explain how to solve the low level problem,
by discretizing the associated HJB equations. Finally in Section 6 we
assess our approach with some preliminary numerical experience.

2. Setting the optimization problem

Suppose the hybrid system is composed of one thermal and two electric
engines denoted, by th, E1 and E2, respectively. In addition, to increase
the efficiency of the system, assume there is a battery that stores unused
power, typically at low speeds. Power is produced by the motors, but
there can also be some energy recovered from the wheels, through the
brakes.

We start by explaining the mechanical configuration of such a sys-
tem.

2.1. Overview of architecture

The transmission linking the different motors is an planetary gear train,
see Fig. 1. It has three principal components, namely, a sun s, a ring r
and a planetary carrier pc.

planet

ring

sun

planetary carrier

PGT

ring

planetary carrier

sun

Figure 1. planetary gear train

For i ∈ {s, r, pc}, we denote by Ri, ωi and Ci the corresponding
radii, angular speeds and torques, with sign conventions given in Fig.2.

By Willis formula1 it holds that

ωs − ωpc

ωr − ωpc
= −

Rr

Rs
= −α, (1)

where α > 0 is called the planetary gear train ratio. Two other basic
relations, expressing both the conservation of torques and mechanical

1 This classical formula was already quoted in [23], in its article “Trains
épiciclöıdaux”, on page 1354, that refers to the book “Principles of mechanism”
by Willis.
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Cs

Rr

ωs

Rs

ωr
Cr

Figure 2. Sign convention for angular speeds and torques

power are

Cr + Cpc + Cs = 0, (2)

Crωr + Cpcωpc + Csωs = 0. (3)

Add to (3) the quantity ±(Cs + Cr)ωpc, and use (2) and (1), to obtain
Cr − αCs = 0. Similar algebraic manipulations lead to the identity
Cr(1 + α) + αCpc = 0. Altogether we obtain the relations

Cs =
1

α
Cr; Cpc = −

1 + α

α
Cr.

As shown in Fig. 3, there are four gear pairs transmitting power
from the different engines to the planetary gear train.

r
th zth

E2z2

wzw

Brake

z1 E1

PGT

pc

s

Figure 3. Coupling.

Each gear pair has associated design parameters zj which represent
the ration speed/torque, for j ∈ {1, 2, th, w}, standing for each electri-
cal motor, the thermal motor and the wheels, respectively; the notation
refers to the connections to the electrical and thermal motors, and to
the wheels. Denote by ωth, ω1, ω2, and ωw the angular speeds at these
connections, and by Cth, C1, C2, and Cw the associated torques (the
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latter is called transmitted torque). We will see at the end of this section
which of them are given and which can be considered as controls.

The gear pairs relate input and output data according to the follow-
ing relations:

Cs = z1C1, Cpc = z2C2 + zwCw, Cr = zthCth,

and similarly for the angular speeds. Combining these identities with
(1)-(3), we obtain that

(

C1

C2

)

=

(

α−1z1/zth 0
−α(1 + α)−1z2/zr −z2/zr

)(

Cth

Cw

)

, (4)

(

ω1

ω2

)

=

(

−αzth/z1 (1 + α)zw/z1

0 zw/z2

)(

ωth

ωw

)

. (5)

In addition, let Jveh denote the inertia of the vehicle. By the funda-
mental law of dynamics, we have that

Jvehω̇w = Cw + Cbrk + Cres(ωw), (6)

where Cw, Cbrk, and Cres(ωw) are the transmitted torque, breaking
torque, and resistive torque, respectively. The breaking and resistive
torque have nonpositive values. The resistive torque is a known function
of the angular speed.

In our problem, the speed of vehicle and slope of road are given
function of time. It follows that ωw(t), ω̇w(t) as well as the resistive
torque Cres(ωw) in (6) are known functions of time. It follows that ωth,
Cth and Cbrk can be chosen independently, and that they determine
the values of every angular speed and torque. More precisely, Cbrk

determines Cw through (6), and then (4)-(5) determine the remaining
angular speeds and torques. We conclude that we can take the variables
ωth, Cth and Cbrk as control variables of our dynamic system.

2.2. Storage of energy

The role of the storage battery is to accumulate and store unused
electrical energy. Therefore, as time passes and the hybrid compound
works, the battery level varies and determines the state of the system,
denoted by y(t).

The evolution of the battery level depends on its specifications. In
particular, at each time t, the electrical power of the battery, Pbat,
varies with the energy produced by the electrical motors and also with
the amount of electrical power used by other devices of the car. The
simplest relation is given by the addition of the energy produced by
the motors and a constant term, i.e., by

Pbat(t) = P1(C1(t), ω1(t)) + P2(C2(t), ω2(t)) + P0. (7)
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We have denoted by P0 > 0, assumed to be constant, the electrical
power used by various devices other than the electrical motors, and by
Pi(Ci(t), ωi(t)), the power sent from the battery to motor i, for i = 1, 2.
If we assume that there are no losses of energy in these motors, then

Pi(Ci(t), ωi(t)) = Ci(t)ωi(t), i = 1, 2.

In the more realistic case when we take into account these losses of
power, Pi is larger (resp. less) than Ci(t)ωi(t) if it is positive (resp.
negative). In our model, the electrical power is estimated for a finite
number of values of (torque, angular speed), and interpolated by a
standard two dimensional splines procedure.

In addition, the battery is specified by its capacity, capbat, and cer-
tain charge/discharge efficiencies, η] and η[. With this data, the battery
level evolves according to the following dynamic equation:



































ẏ(t) =



















−
Pbat(t)

capbat

η], if Pbat(t) ≤ 0,

−
Pbat(t)

capbat

1

η[
, if Pbat(t) ≥ 0,

y(0) = yinit.

(8)

Note that, because of (4)-(5) and through Pbat, the state y(t) depends
on both u = (ωth, Cth, Cbrk) and z = (z1, z2, zth, zw). We now focus
on various constraints. First, we have final and distributed constraints
over the state:

y(T ) ≥ yfin, (9)

y(t) ∈ [ylow, yup], t ∈ [0, T ]. (10)

The final constraint is set in order to force the average fuel consump-
tion to be a good representative of the corresponding long term con-
sumption. Distributed constraints are classical requirements to avoid
shortening the batteries lifetime. In addition, there are various bound
constraints:











































0 ≤ Cbrk ≤ Cup
brk,

C low
th ≤ Cth(t) ≤ Cup

th ,
ωlow

th ≤ ωth(t) ≤ ωup
th

C low
i ≤ Ci(t) ≤ Cup

i , i = 1, 2,
ωlow

i ≤ ωi(t) ≤ ωup
i , i = 1, 2,

P low
i ≤ Pi(t) ≤ P up

i , i = 1, 2,
P low

bat ≤ Pbat(t) ≤ P up
bat,

(11)
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(z1, z2, zw, zth) ∈ K = [zlow, zup]. (12)

Relation (12) is a compact notation for the bound constraints on the
parameters of the gear pairs.

The final goal is to reduce the amount of fuel used by the thermal
motor, so the optimization problem is

Min
u,z

∫ T

0
Qgas(u(t))dt, subject to (4) − (12). (13)

The function modeling the fuel consumption only depends on thermal
controls, Qgas(u(t)) = Qgas(Cth(t), wth(t)); it is given at a finite number
of points, and interpolated elsewhere by a spline procedure.

3. A bilevel optimization formulation

In order to express (13) as a bilevel optimization problem, we split
the design and control constraints in two levels and choose z as the
variable in the higher level. Recall that L∞(0, T ; IR3) is the set of
essentially bounded functions from (0, T ) into IR3, and “a.e.” means
that the property holds almost everywhere, that is, except on a set of
Lebesgue measure 0. Accordingly, let Y := [ylow, yup] be the interval of
IR defined by the bounds over the state, and define the sets of feasible
states and controls, respectively, by

Y := {y ∈ C([0, T ]); y(t) ∈ Y, t ∈ [0, T ]}, (14)

where C([0, T ]) is the space of continuous functions over [0, T ]; and by

U(z) :=
{

(Cth, ωth, Cbrk) ∈ L∞(0, T ; IR3); (9)-(12) holds a.e.; y ∈ Y
}

.

(15)
The high level problem, with design parameter variables, is

min
z∈K

V(z), (16)

where

V(z) := min
u∈U(z)

∫ T

0
Qgas(u(t))dt. (17)

The objective function of the high level problem, V(·), is a nonsmooth
and nonconvex function. We now recall a few notions relevant in this
setting, see [8] and [19].
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3.1. Some elements of Nonsmooth Analysis

A nondifferentiable Lipschitz continuous function Φ : IRNz → IR has at
any z ∈ IRNz a Clarke directional derivative in any direction d ∈ IRNz ,
defined by

Φ′(z; d) := lim sup
h→0,t↓0

Φ(z + td + h) − Φ(z + h)

t
.

The associated Clarke subdifferential is the (nonempty, closed and con-
vex) set

∂Φ(z) :=
{

s ∈ IRNz ; 〈s, d〉 ≤ Φ′(z; d), for all d ∈ IRNz

}

;

its elements are called (Clarke) subgradients.
We say that Φ is weakly semismooth at z when for each d ∈ IRNz

and for sequences {tk} ↓ 0+, {sk} ⊂ ∂Φ(z + tkd) ∈ IRNz the sequence
{〈sk, d〉} converges. In this case, it holds that

lim
k
〈sk, d〉 = Φ′(z; d) = lim

t↓0

Φ(z + td) − Φ(z)

t
,

i.e., the limit is equal to the classical directional derivative.
Given K ⊂ IRNz , a local minimum of the constrained problem

min
z∈K

Φ(z), (18)

is a point z̄ ∈ K satisfying Φ(z) ≥ Φ(z̄) for all z ∈ K close enough to z̄.

3.2. Function and subgradient computation

Numerical methods for solving (18) need at each iterate zk the value
of the function, Φk := Φ(zk), and of one subgradient, sk ∈ ∂Φ(zk). In
the case of the value function V(z) of the high level optimal control
problem, these computations are very expensive and it is crucial to
organize them in order to obtain both Φk and sk simultaneously. We
first address this point here in a more general setting. In Section 5 below
we show that once a suitable discretization scheme is applied, the high
level objective function can be interpreted as the value function of a
nonlinear program parameterized by z.

Accordingly, for z ∈ K consider the following framework, to which
our optimal control problem boils down, once a time and space dis-
cretization is performed:

Min
u

F (u, z) subject to u ∈ F(z), (19)
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where

F(z) := {u ∈ IRm; gj(u, z) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , Ng}, (20)

and the functions F and gj , j = 1, . . . , Ng, are assumed to be con-
tinuously differentiable. Denote the value function, solution set and
Lagrangian function of the nonlinear programming problem (19) by

Φ(z) := inf
u
{F (u, z); u ∈ F(z)}.

S(z) := {u ∈ F(z); F (u, z) = Φ(z)}.

L(u, z, λ) = F (u, z) + λ>g(u, z),

where the superscript > denotes the transposition operator. If at a
solution u of (19) the gradients of the active constraints are linearly
independent, then there exists a unique Lagrange multiplier λ(u) char-
acterized by the relations

λ(u) ∈ IR
Ng

+ , DuL(u, z, λ(u)) = 0, λj(u)gj(u, z) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , Ng,

where Du stands for “partial derivative with respect to u”.
We now state some useful properties of the value function Φ(·). In

Theorem 1 below we use the notation convE for the convex closure of
the set E (i.e., the smallest closed convex set containing E).

THEOREM 1. With the notation above, suppose that
⋃

{F(z); z ∈ K}
is locally uniformly compact, and that at each u ∈ S(z) the gradients
(with respect to u) of the active constraints are linearly independent.
Then the following hold:

(i) The value function Φ(·) is locally Lipschitz continuous with Clar-
ke subdifferential ∂Φ(z) = conv {DzL(u, z, λ(u)); u ∈ S(z)} .

(ii) The value function Φ(·) is weakly semismooth.

Proof. The expression of Clarke subgradients, using the Mangasarian-
Fromovitz qualification condition, can be found in [10]. The first item
is an immediate consequence of Gauvin’s result [10]. As for the second
item, see the companion paper [7]. A similar result, for unconstrained
problems, was first given in [19]. �

A consequence of Theorem 1 is that, when computing Φ(zk), both a
minimizer ūk and multipliers λ(ūk) are known. So, with negligible extra
calculations, the subgradient DzL(ūk, zk, λ(ūk)) is readily available.

We now explain the numerical method used for solving (18).
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4. Solving the high level problem: bundle methods

The constrained minimization of a semismooth function is a difficult
problem that calls for specialized methods. Bundle methods are at
the moment the most efficient and promising methods for nonsmooth
optimization, see for instance [21].

Under the assumption of semismoothness, bundle methods ensure
convergence to a local minimum, see [22]. Since optimality is just a local
notion, the efficiency of the method will strongly rely on the chosen
starting point. A usual measure for the performance of a nonsmooth
optimization method is the number of function/subgradient evaluations
required to converge.

For our implementation, we apply a penalized form of bundle meth-
ods, based on the (unconstrained and convex) variant of [14]. We refer
to this work for a complete description of the algorithm, and sketch
here just some basic ideas and main features of the nonconvex case.

In order to avoid oscillations, it is important that the algorithm
“remembers” the best point obtained so far. Bundle methods collect
relevant data along iterations in the following bundle of information:

{zj ,Φ(zj), s(zj)}j≤min(k,maxbun) and ẑ,

the point with best objective value until the current iteration k. Sub-
gradients s(zj) are elements of the Clarke subdifferential of Φ at zj , and
maxbun is a positive integer limiting the maximum size of the bundle.
A fundamental concept in bundle methods is the notion of model of Φ.
This piecewise-linear approximation of Φ has the form

Φ̂k(z) := max
j≤min(k,maxbun)

{Φj + 〈s(zj), z − zj〉 + γj‖zj − ẑ‖2〉}.

The third right hand side term above allows, via γj , to have a model

satisfying Φ̂k(z) ≤ Φ(z) for all z near ẑ. When Φ is convex, γj ≡ 0 and

Φ̂k(z) ≤ Φ(z) for all z, so the model always stays below Φ. When Φ is
nonconvex, it may happen that Φ(ẑ) − Φj − 〈s(zj), ẑ − zj〉 < 0; in this
case γj is a convexification factor that should be taken “big enough”
to ensure that at least locally (near ẑ) the model stays below Φ, see
also [15], [17], [20]. In our implementation, convexification parameters
γj are the same for all j and they are dynamically updated so that they
always stay below the proximal parameter µ from (21).

With the bundle information, the algorithm generates two sequences
of points. One is the sequence of sample points used to define the model.
We call these points candidate points and denote them by zk. A second
sequence consists of those sample points where the objective function
decreases sufficiently. We call these points stability or prox-centers and
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denote them by ẑ. Note that {ẑ} is a subsequence of {zk}. Candidate
points are computed by solving a quadratic program:

min
z∈K

{Φ̂k(z) +
1

2
µ‖z − ẑ‖2}, (21)

where µ > 0 is a parameter playing the role of a line-search stepsize
in this nonlinear context. It should be noted that (21) is a convex
quadratic programming problem (QP). Convex QPs are not much more
difficult to solve than linear programs. The underlying resolution tech-
nique is essentially the same (active sets strategies, interior points, etc).
In actual implementations a QP such as (21) is solved through its
dual. This dual QP has a very special structure, namely, a simplicial
feasible set. Good QP solvers exploit such structure, as well as the
fact of knowing how QP-data changes along iterations in order to
define warm starts. As a result, solving (21) does not require much
more computational work than solving a linear program. Finally, a
pay-off compensating the extra computational burden is that having
QP problems allows the bundle of information to be compressed by
using the so-called aggregation techniques. Aggregation is the synthesis
mechanism that condenses essential information of the bundle into one
single data, see e.g. [6, Part II]. With this technique, the size of (21) is
kept controlled along iterations and convergence is preserved.

Candidate points are declared new stability centers only when they
provide a sufficient decrease for Φ:

Φ(zk) ≤ Φ(ẑ) − m1δk,

where m1 ∈]0, 1[ is a parameter and δk = Φ(ẑ) − Φ̂k(zk) measures the
decrease predicted by the model.

The algorithm stops when δk is small enough:

If δk ≤ tolδ, stop.

Writing the optimality conditions for (21) as in [6, Section 9.3.1], it can

be seen that there is a subgradient Gk ∈ ∂Φ̂k(zk) and a normal element
νk in the cone normal to K at zk such that

0 = Gk + νk + µ(zk − ẑ).

Furthermore, writing the subgradient inequality for the (convex) model

Φ̂k, it follows that there is a positive tolerance εk satisfying

Φ̂k(z) ≥ Φ(ẑ) + 〈Gk + νk, z − ẑ〉 − εk for all z ∈ K,

with εk = δk −1/µ‖Gk +νk‖
2 ≥ 0. As a result, for each feasible point z

near enough to ẑ so that the model satisfies Φ̂k(z) ≤ Φ(z), our stopping
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test implies that

Φ(z) ≥ Φ(ẑ) + 〈Gk + νk, z − ẑ〉 − ε with εk and
1

µ
‖Gk + νk‖

2 ≤ tolδ.

In other words, the last stability center ẑ, is an ε local minimum for Φ.

We now address in detail the question of computing the value func-
tion and one subgradient for a given z.

5. Solving the low level optimal control problem

For each design parameter z, the objective function of the high level
problem, defined by (17), is the optimal value function of an optimal
control problem, with state equation (8). There is only one state vari-
able, and hence, this optimal control problem can be solved efficiently
by discretization of the state space.

5.1. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation

In this section we briefly recall how to solve optimal control problems
through a discretization when using the associated HJB equation, in
the case of a single state variable.

Consider the dynamic system

ẏ(t) = f(t, y(t), u(t), z), t ∈ [τ, T ]; y(τ) = x,

with solution denoted by yx,τ
u,z . At each time t, the control u(t) belongs

to some feasible set

U(t, z) := {u ∈ IRm; gj(t, u, z) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , Ng}. (22)

Let Y := [ylow, yup] and define Y as in (14). Given (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Y ,
consider the function

v(τ, x, z) = inf
u∈U(z)

∫ T

τ
`(t, yx,τ

u,z (t), u(t))dt + φ(yx,τ
u,z (T ))

where
U(z) :=

{

u ∈ L∞(0, T, U(t, z)); yx,τ
u,z ∈ Y

}

.

In our application the state variable is the battery level, and U(t, z) is
the set of controls for which the bounds (11) hold; the dependence on
time is due to (6). The running cost ` is the amount of fuel used by the
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thermal motor Qgas(u(t)), and the final cost φ is just a penalization
term, proportional to the distance to the set of states satisfying the
final state constraint.

We have that v is the value function of the family of optimal control
problems starting at an arbitrary time τ ∈ [0, T ], and initial state
x ∈ Y . Under standard assumptions (all functions Lipschitz continuous
and bounded, uniform compactness of U(t, z), and instantaneous local
controllability), it is known [1, 2, 16] that v is the unique solution,
in the so-called viscosity sense, of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)
equation

{

−∂τv(τ, x, z) + H(τ, x, ∂xv(τ, x, z), z) = 0 for (τ, x, z) ∈ [0, T [×Y×K
v(T, x, z) = φ(x) for (x, z) ∈ Y ×K,

where the Hamiltonian function H, defined for all (t, x, p, z) ∈ [0, T ] ×
Y × IR ×K has the expression

H(t, x, p, z) := sup
u∈U(t,z)

{−`(t, x, u) − pf(t, x, u, z)} .

There are also appropriate boundary conditions, taking into account
constraints on the state variable, see [12].

In our application the following inequality holds

inf
u∈U(t,z)

f(t, x, u, z) < 0 < sup
u∈U(t,z)

f(t, x, u, z) (23)

for each (t, x, z) ∈ [0, T ]×Y ×K. Indeed, if the thermal motor produces
no power, the derivative of state of charge is negative. On the other
hand the thermal motor must be able to work while increasing the state
of charge at any time. This relation implies that the value function is
everywhere finite and continuous, see [1]. Therefore, the optimal cost
function v can be approximated by discretizing the HJB equation.

We now show how a classical finite differences discretization scheme
can be used in our framework.

5.2. Discretization method

The discretization of the HJB equation yields approximate values of
the value function v, evaluated on a mesh of points, representing time
and space. More precisely, let ∆x = (yup − ylow)/Nx be the space step
(keeping into account both the state and control variables), and for a
positive integer N , let ∆t := T/N be the time step. We define the mesh
of points

xi := ylow + i∆x, i = 0, . . . , Nx; tn := n∆t, n = 0, . . . , N,
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and denote by V n
i (z) (or V n

i when there is no ambiguity) the corre-
sponding approximate values of v(tn, xi, z).

The centered finite differences scheme for the HJB equation is given
by the relations










































































































V n
i = 1

2

(

V n+1
i+1 + V n+1

i−1

)

+∆t min
u∈U(tn,z)

{

`(tn, xi, u) +
V n+1

i+1 − V n+1
i−1

2∆x
f(tn, xi, u, z)

}

for i = 1, . . . , Nx − 1, n = 0, . . . , N − 1,

V n
0 = V n+1

0

+∆t min
u∈U+(tn ,z)

{

`(tn, ylow, u) +
V n+1

1 − V n+1
0

∆x
f(tn, ylow, u, z)

}

for n = 0, . . . , N − 1,
V n

Nx
= V n+1

Nx

+∆t min
u∈U−(tn,z)

{

`(tn, yup, u) +
V n+1

1 − V n+1
0

∆x
f(tn, yup, u, z)

}

for n = 0, . . . , N − 1,
V N

i = φ(xi), i = 0, . . . , Nx,
(24)

where we denote by U+(t, z) (resp. U−(t, z)) the set of controls in
U+(t, z) that have a nonnegative (resp. positive) dynamics when the
state variable equals ylow (resp. yup); in view of (23), these sets are non
empty.

The scheme is said to be monotone when, at each time step n, V n
i

is a nondecreasing function of {V n+1
j }, for all j = 0, . . . , Nx. It is easily

checked that a sufficient condition for monotonicity to hold is that, for
all z ∈ K,

∆t sup{|f(t, x, u, z)|; t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Y, u ∈ U(t, z), z ∈ K} ≤ ∆x. (25)

This is a natural extension of the well known Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
stability condition for hyperbolic equations, see e.g. [9, Chapter XX].
It implies that during a time step ∆t the physical distance of the
propagation ∆t|f(t, x, u, z)| is bounded from above by the space step.
In other words, the speed of propagation in the numerical scheme is
always greater or equal than the physical speed of the process.

Whenever (25) holds the discretization scheme is shown to be con-
vergent (cf. [3, 1, 16]), i.e.,

v(τ, x, z) = lim
n∆t→τ

i∆x→x

V n
i (z)

for any τ ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ IR and z. Moreover, convergence is uniform in x,
over any bounded interval of IR. Furthermore, this limit is also uniform
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over the parameter z, when the latter is restricted to a bounded set,
like K.

5.3. Sensitivity analysis

It remains to show how to compute a subgradient of the value function
v. To this aim, we mold the discrete HJB equation into the structure
given in Theorem 1. This reformulation is possible via the interpre-
tation of the discretization scheme as an application of the Dynamic
Programming Principle to certain stochastic optimal control problem.

More precisely, let f∆(t, x, u, z) := ∆t(∆x)−1f(t, x, u, z), and, for
any u ∈ U(z) and n ≤ N , consider the square matrix M n(u, z) of
dimension Nx + 1 with entries defined by

Mn
0,0(u, z) := 1 − f∆(tn, ylow, u, z),

Mn
0,1(u, z) := f∆(tn, ylow, u, z),

Mn
Nx,Nx−1(u, z) := −f∆(tn, ylow, u, z),

Mn
Nx,Nx

(u, z) := 1 + f∆(tn, ylow, u, z),

and, for i = 1, . . . , Nx − 1, by

Mn
ij(u, z) :=































1
2 + 1

2f∆(tn, xi, u, z), if j = i − 1,

1
2 − 1

2f∆(tn, xi, u, z), if j = i + 1,

0 otherwise;

the remaining entries being equal to 0.
Condition (25) implies that the matrix components are all nonnega-

tive and the sum by columns equals 1 for any row. Therefore, M n(u, z)
is a stochastic transition matrix. Let cn

i (u) := ∆t`(tn, xi, u), and de-
note by V n+1(z) the vector with components V n+1

j (z), j = 0, . . . , Nx,
defined in (24). It holds that















V n
i (z) = min

u∈Un
i

(z)







cn
i (u) +

∑

j

Mn
ij(u, z)V n+1

j (z)







V N
i (z) = φ(xi).

(26)

where Un
i (z) := U(tn, z), i = 1, . . . , Nx − 1, Un

0 (z) := U+(tn, z), and
Un

Nx
(z) := U−(tn, z).

With this new notation the vector V n(z) given by recurrence (26)
can be interpreted as the formal application of the Dynamic Program-
ming Principle to the stochastic optimal control problem

V n
i (z) = min

u∈U∆(tn,z)
IE

(

N−1
∑

k=n

ck
x(k)(u

k
x(k)) + φ(x(N)) |xn = i

)

,
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see for instance [13]. Here, x(k) is the realization at time k of a Marko-
vian stochastic process which takes integer values in 0, . . . , Nx and
whose probability of transition from state i to state j is given by
Mn

ij(u, z), while U∆(tn, z) denotes the set of feedback controls such

that uk
i ∈ Uk

i (z) for all i and k = n, . . . , N .
Reformulation (26) allows us to write the ith-component of the ap-

proximate value function V n(z) in the format (19). The following result
is a consequence of Theorem 1 (see also the discussion in [7]).

THEOREM 2. With the notation above, suppose that the sets U(tn, z)
from (22) are such that ∪z∈KU(tn, z) is bounded, and let the function
and mappings: cn

i , Mn
ij, and g be continuously differentiable. Suppose

in addition that at each solution un
i to (26), the gradients of the active

constraints are linearly independent. Then the following hold for all
i = 0, . . . , Nx and n ≤ N :

(i) The value function V n
i (·) is locally Lipschitz continuous, and one

of its Clarke subgradients sn,i ∈ ∂V n
i (z), for i = 0, . . . , Nx, and

n = 0, . . . , N , satisfies the following backward recurrence relation,
where Mn

i (u, z) denotes the ith row of the matrix Mn(u, z):











sn,i
j = Dzj

cn
i (un

i ) + D>

zj
g(tn, un

i , z)λn
i

+Dzj
Mn

i (un
i , z)V n+1(z) + Mn

i (un
i , z)sn+1,i

j

sN,i
j = 0,

where un
i ∈ Un

i (z) realizes the minimum in (26), and λn
i is an

associated Lagrange multiplier.

(ii) The value function V n
i (·) is weakly semismooth.

6. Numerical results

We now give some results obtained with our approach, for four test
problems.

In Section 4 we mentioned that for the high level problem (18),
the total number of function/subgradient evaluations, i.e., of vk/sk,
is a good measure of efficiency of the bundle method. Each function/
subgradient evaluation required by the bundle method needs the so-
lution of NxN nonlinear programs. Furthermore, for the approximate
values to be accurate, V n

i (zk) needs to “converge” to v(ti, xn, zk) for
each meshpoint (ti, xn). We solve those many nonlinear programs by
applying a warm start to the sequential quadratic programming algo-
rithm (SQP) from [5]. This is a globalized Newton type method see [6,
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Part III], which requires the evaluation of the corresponding objective
function and constraints, as well as of the respective first and second
order derivatives. These computations are done “exactly” using one
and two dimensional spline interpolation. In order to provide a good
starting point to this SQP algorithm, we evaluate the cost function
and constraints on a coarse mesh. Only when the discrete scheme fails
to converge, we refine the mesh in a neighborhood of the best point
obtained with the coarse mesh and restart the SQP algorithm.

We represent in figure 4 the vehicle speed as a function of time;
the final time is 400 seconds. For all our test problems we take Cth ∈

0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400

0.00

3.33

6.67

10.00

13.33

16.67

20.00

23.33

26.67

30.00

33.33

Figure 4. Vehicle speed function of time.

[−10, 140] in N.m, ωth ∈ [120, 680] (hundreds of rpm), y ∈ [0.4, 0.6]
(dimensionless); ∆x = 0.01, ∆t = 0.5, Nx = 20, and yfin = ylow.

For the first three test problems only two design variables are con-
sidered, namely z = (zth, zw). In the fourth example we include the
design variables corresponding to the electrical motors, z1 and z2.

In our two first cases, we neglect losses in the electrical motors and
take Pbat(t) = C1(t)ω1(t) + C2(t)ω2(t) + P0.

6.1. Case 1

Here we take K := [1, 1.5] × [3, 3.5], t ∈ [325, 330] and N = 10. Table I
shows, for different starting points z0 (column 1) the solution obtained
by the bundle method (column 2), the optimal value function (column
3), and the number of function/subgradient evaluations required to
converge (column 4).
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Table I. Results for Case 1

z0 zoptim voptim # v/s

(1.5,3.5) (1.5, 3.0) 0.1264 10−2 4

(1.0,3.0) (1.5, 3.0) 0.1264 10−2 4

(1.0,3.5) (1.0, 3.5) 0.2197 10−2 1

(1.1,3.1) (1.5, 3.0) 0.1264 10−2 7

As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, for this example the high level problem
(18) has two stationary points. In our runs, we found one of such local
minima.

21.99

17.32

12.65

Val

3.00 3.25 3.50
zw

1.50
1.25

1.00

zth

Figure 5. Dependence of value function with respect to zw and zth.

6.2. Case 2

In Table II, we give some results for the entire time interval t ∈ [0, 400],
so N = 800. Also, K := [0.5, 1.5] × [3, 6].

Table II. Results for Case 2

z0 zoptim voptim # v/s

(1.0, 5.5) (1.5, 3.0) 0.6858 10−1 15

(1.5, 3.0) (1.5, 3.0) 0.6858 10−1 1

For this case, each evaluation v/s for the bundle method required the
solution of NxN = 16 000 nonlinear programs, which on a Pentium III
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Figure 6. Focus around zth = 1.

computer took 4 minutes in total. The first problem needed a total of
240 000 nonlinear programs, and the optimization process took almost
one hour.

6.3. Case 3

In Table III we give results obtained when we take into account losses
of the electrical motors in Pbat(t). All other data are the same than for
Case 2, except for K := [0.5, 1.5] × [3, 4].

Table III. Results for Case 3

z0 zoptim voptim # v/s

(1.0, 3.0) (1.5, 3.0) 0.721 10−1 3

(1.5, 3.0) (1.5, 3.0) 0.721 10−1 1

Now, first and second order derivatives for each nonlinear program are
computed using spline interpolation and each evaluation v/s for the
bundle method takes 15 minutes.
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6.4. Case 4

Finally, we take the same data than for Case 3, but t ∈ [0, 50] and with
four design variables, so

K := [0.5, 1.5] × [0.5, 1.5] × [0.5, 1.5] × [3, 4].

Table IV shows that the same final point is obtained for two widely
different initial points.

Table IV. Results for Case 4

z0 zoptim voptim # v/s

(1.0, 3.5, 0.8, 0.8) (1.5, 3, 1, 0.7028) 0.92 10−2 10

(1.5, 3.0, 1, 0.7028) (1.5, 3, 1, 0.7028) 0.92 10−2 6

7. Concluding remarks

In this paper we have shown how to formulate and solve a bilevel
optimization problem corresponding to the optimal design of a hy-
brid car engine. Even though we considered scalar state variables, the
method readily extends to multidimensional problems. Nonetheless,
computational costs may become excessive if the state dimension is
big.

Most of the computing time is spent in evaluating nonlinear func-
tions over a mesh of controls, at each point of the mesh of the state
space. This costly step must be done at each iteration of the high
level problem. In compensation, the nonlinear programming solver used
at each mesh point only needs few iterations and, thus, is relatively
cheap. This feature is not surprising since we use a good starting point
and the control dimension is small (two in our application). The main
difficulty with the SQP solver is that it must work correctly many times
(here, hundreds of thousands) and hence, its implementation needs to
be robust.

One by-product of this study is the evaluation of the possible appli-
cation of Dynamic Programming algorithms to solve real-time control
problems. In such a case the nonlinear programming solver is useless,
and a coarse mesh for controls should be enough. Since predictions are
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reliable, and the algorithm is guaranteed to converge in a given time,
we think the approach can be considered a serious candidate for real-
time control; another possible approach is model predictive control, see
[18].

For the computation of optimal design parameters, we note that
applying nonlinear programming solvers to a time-discretized version
of this problem will certainly give shorter computation times. The ad-
vantage of the bilevel optimization approach presented in this paper is
that it guarantees that a global minimum for the low level problem is
found.
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